1. This will be the location of the logo for the Georgia Tech, with the department title in the top banner.

2. The panel on the right can be used to display several different widgets, including social media widgets (Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook), traffic maps, weather and events. If more than one widget is to be presented in the right panel, the widgets are shown on a cycling playlist, one at a time. The title in the black box at the top of the panel changes according to the type of content being presented. Social media widgets use a template designed for the particular social media application displayed.

3. The main panel displays any media the customer wishes. All media is in a playlist that loops when finished. To avoid issues with scaling, media content should be of size 1600x900 pixels or maintain a similar aspect ratio.

4. The bottom panel holds a news ticker widget. The news source can be any of the ones currently in our database (department events, institute news, stocks, etc.) or any source for which an RSS feed can be obtained. The title in the black portion next to the ticker changes to reflect whichever source is being used (in this example, the title “Georgia Tech News” is used for a ticker displaying information from “Institute news”).